LIST OF KS EAS AND WITHDRAWALS APPROVED BY THE 123RD STANDARDS APPROVAL COMMITTEE MEETING ON 23RD JULY 2019

CHEMICAL DIVISION


FOOD DIVISION


AGRICULTURE DIVISION

LEATHER AND TEXTILE DIVISION

ENGINEERING DIVISION

EAC/COMESA DIVISION

WITHDRAWALS
CHEMICAL DIVISION
6. KS 2674:2017 Kenya Standard — Paper and board food contact material — Specification to be replaced by KS EAS 930:2019

WITHDRAWALS
FOOD DIVISION
13. KS ISO 11287:2011 Kenya Standard — Green tea — Definition and basic requirements to be replaced by KS EAS 921:2019

WITHDRAWALS
AGRICULTURE DIVISION
15. KS EAS 331:2013 Kenya Standard — Green grams — Specification to be replaced by KS EAS 331:2019

WITHDRAWALS
LEATHER AND TEXTILE DIVISION

WITHDRAWALS
ENGINEERING DIVISION

WITHDRAWALS
EAC/COMESA DIVISION